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In order for us now in the 21st century to recognize this “bitter fruit”, 

we must first be able to recognize the source of the Irish rebellion 

itself. It is no secret that the Church of Rome and the I.R.A. are 

inextricably linked; history has recorded for us how the rotten root of 

the Irish rebellion was first nourished in the Vatican before it was 

transported to the Emerald Isle. 

It was the shadow of popery that shielded the rebellion in its infancy 
and created the environment that enabled it to flourish. So it is to the 
characteristics of popery that we must look if we are ever to recognize 
this “bitter fruit”. Writing in the Irish Catholic, Enniskillen priest Fr. Joe 
McVeigh described the 1916 Rising as a "courageous act of defiance". 

The opening chapters of the 

book of Genesis tell us that the 

seed of the thing is in itself and 

that the character of it is 

expressed in the fruit.  

The Master Himself stated in 

Matthew’s Gospel chapter 7 

verse 18 “A good tree cannot 

bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit”.  

As this “bitter fruit” ripened it covered Ireland with a dreadful blight. 

It was a spirit of bondage, a spirit of subjection to an ignorant 

priesthood; in fact it is the 

shadow of the priest in 

Ireland that has darkened 

the land. 

After the rebellion, priest-

craft became the order of 

the day.  

 
Dublin in ruins: the destructive results of Irish 

Republicanism 
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During the first decade after partition the population of Ireland 

diminished by at least 25%. And yet the startling thing is that while the 

population diminished the priesthood actually doubled. By the end of 

the 1920’s the Church of Rome claimed to have over 3 million 

adherents in Ireland. They were ministered to by 28 Archbishops and 

Bishops and these in turn were assisted 

by an army of over 4000 priests. There 

were over 3000 chapels and some 550 

religious houses that were filled with 

monks and nuns, many of which were 

scroungers and as history unfolds its 

secrets we discover these establishments 

have also been used for institutionalised 

child abuse.  

Ireland with the exception of Ulster, became the Roman Catholic 

Citadel of Europe.  

If Romanism were simply a religious movement then its propaganda 

would be of no effect and would do comparatively little harm where 

the Bible is open. It is however not only religious, but an enormous 

political machine that works to its own interest, subservient to those 

of the state.  

We cannot separate religion from 

politics in Ireland, not when it’s the 

religion that has full control of the state. 

It is worthwhile noting that, when there 

is no separation between Church and 

State, it makes persecution not only 

possible but inevitable.    

Rome insists that the state must be subordinate to the church. 

 
“Fr.” Brendan Smyth confessed 

to abusing hundreds of children 

 Former Irish Premier with the head of 

the Roman Catholic Church 
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This is even expressed in the colours of the flag they adopted. The first 

tri-colour of the Irish Free State was green, white and gold. The green 

is for Ireland while the white and gold are papal colours showing that 

Ireland is under Papal rule and their king is the pope. 

It was Charles Dickens who said:- “The religion of Ireland is at the root 

of all its sorrows”.   

By April 1918, the official line coming from the Papal Bishops in Ireland 

was that murder of crown forces was not a sin. Before long, priests all 

over Ireland were instructing their flocks that the church was calling 

upon them to deal with their enemies and rid Ireland of the Protestant 

British.  

The Rev Father Charles Brenhan, said to his flock on Sunday 21st April 

1918:- “If the police enforced British rule the people should kill them, 

the same way they would kill any man who tried to take away their 

lives”. This along with many similar statements made by the Roman 

clergy, were to be used to set the bitter sectarian tone in Ireland.  

With all these invitations being made to the Catholic faithful, it didn’t 

take long for the killing to start. During the two years before partition 

scores of Irish Protestants 

were murdered. A failed 

murder attempt was made 

on Lord John French in 

December 1919 when he 

was ambushed by a Sinn Fein 

murder gang on his way 

home to Vice-Regal Lodge. 

At the time of the ambush  
Bullet hole in the vehicle of Lord French from the Sinn 

Fein murderous ambush. Tactics they continued to use 

through all the decades of their terrorist campaign. 
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one of the Sinn Feiners was himself shot dead, leaving them no room 

to deny it. His name was Martin Savage, a devout Roman Catholic that 

attended mass the day of the ambush. He is remembered in 

Republican circles as a martyr even to this day. The day following the 

ambush, the Irish Independent published an article which described 

the attackers as "assassins" and included other such terms as "criminal 

folly", "outrage" and "murder." Taking these terms as an insult to their 

dead comrade, it was decided to attack the newspaper's offices. On 

Sunday at 9pm, between 20 and 30 I.R.A. men entered the offices of 

the Independent where they proceeded to wreck its machinery; 

neither the Independent nor any other Dublin newspaper ever dared 

refer to the IRA as 'murderers or assassins' again. 

It was the cold blooded murder of Mr Alan Bell, a Protestant 

magistrate that is particularly revealing as we examine the bitter fruit 

of the Irish rebellion. Mr Bell had been entrusted by the British 

government to track the funds that were going to Sinn Fein and the 

I.R.A. His investigation led him straight to Rome, with the principle 

Trustee of Sinn Fein being the Most Rev. Dr. Fogarty who was a Roman 

Catholic Bishop; the remaining Trustees were all priests. The old 

phrase “follow the money” comes to mind and in this case all roads 

lead to Rome.  

The Irish rebels nick-named Bell the “grand inquisitor” when it was 

known what he had uncovered and that he held such 

dangerous information. To avoid scandal, the Bishop 

asked Sinn Fein for a “prompt response” and Alan Bell 

was murdered within two weeks on the 26th March 

1920. He was dragged from a tram in the south side 

of Dublin and foully put to death. He was executed, in 

a busy Dublin Street in broad daylight. Detective 

Harry Kells who had assisted Alan Bell in his 
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investigations was also hunted down and murdered by a Sinn Fein 

murder gang. 

 “Killing no murder” cries Rome, as long as it serves the purposes of 

the Mother Church. It was the publishing of this doctrine that caused 

the editor of the Catholic Herald in London Mr Charles Diamond to get 

six months in jail in 1920 after writing “"There are Irishmen who consider 

that a suite of war exists between themselves and their oppressors. They too 

kill. Is that killing murder? It depends. Think it over. French has escaped this 

time. Will he always escape?"  It was also the belief of this doctrine among 

Irish Catholics that made the first decade of the Irish Free State one of 

the bloodiest in all of Irelands dark history. If the first bitter fruit of the 

rebellion was a priest ridden state, then the second is the cold blooded 

murder of the innocent, encouraged by the priesthood. 

Not only was this idea of killing without sin being promoted in the 

Catholic Herald but it was on the lips of every pope-head in Ireland as 

they left the mass. In their words “It is more humane to dispatch a 

heretic (Protestant) than letting him live to spread his message to 

others”. By 1921 it had become abundantly clear what the rebels had 

in mind in their vision for a New Ireland. A Roman Catholic State for a 

Roman Catholic people and the pope as king.  There would be no room 

for the Protestant British. 

If ever we needed an example of the rebel’s 

hatred for the Protestant faith then 

nowhere can we get a better one than in the 

despicable murder of the aged retired 

Protestant minister Dean Finlay. 

On 12th June 1921, the eighty year old, 

retired Protestant minister from county 

Cavan became the target of 50 armed Sinn 

 

Dean John Finlay 
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Feiners. They dragged him from the dinner table and slashed his 

throat on the lawn. His elderly wife retuned from a neighbour’s house 

to find her husband’s bleeding body in front of their home that was in 

flames. Speaking in the house of commons the Chief Secretary of 

Ireland Sir Hamar Greenwood said, “It was a diabolical outrage. In a 

time of daily murders in Ireland, this one must be among the most 

cowardly”. 

 What it did do however was expose the true sectarian nature of the 

Irish rebellion. It was a sectarian war waged against Bible believing 

Protestants. 

Thankfully not all the murder attempts of the Irish rebels were a 

success however. What took place on the 4th September 1921 in 

Scotch Street, in Armagh, is a perfect example of it not all going well 

for them. There is an old poem, by Waldon, The Defence of Scotch 

Street Bridge, Armagh that best tells the story:  

When the rebel hordes paraded, on that peaceful Sabbath day, 

With flags and banners waving, and bands in grand array, 

They thought to scare the Loyalists, who lived in Armagh town, 

But the fear was with the other side, before the night closed down. 

There were murderers from Maghery, and tramps from Crossmaglen, 

Hooligans from Keady, and rogues from moor and fen ; 

There were cutthroats from Killeavy, and others from the bogs, 

All gathered in our City like mangy mongrel dogs. 

First came the guard of honour, a sorry looking crew, 

With woe begone expressions, and full of mountain dew; 

There were scavengers from the Shambles, and loafers from the Rocks, 

Who stepped in front of “ Mickey,” like a bunch of banty cocks. 

Now Owen Duffy made a speech, ‘twas marvellous it was said, 
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To hear him tell the Rebels the way to use the lead, 

Against the Loyal Ulstermen, who won’t acknowledge Rome, 

And who only want the privilege, of supporting Britain’s Throne. 

After listening to the speeches, and drinking deep of rum, 

The rebels then decided for to have a little fun, 

So they filled a Ford with gunmen, to give the Orangemen lead, 

And drove right down through Scotch Street, with murder in their heads. 

When the car got down to Palace Row, a rebel pulled a gun, 

And fired at the Orangemen, to see how they would run ; 

‘Twas the first and last shot he fired, for I heard a Webley crack, 

And the gunman sat down suddenly, with a bullet in his back. 

Then for the next few minutes, the rebels couldn’t tell, 

Where all the bullets came from, for the Orangemen gave them Hell ; 

You could hear the Webleys roaring, and the automatics bark, 

And the groanings of the rebels as the bullets found their mark. 

The car drove on like blazes, with its body full of lead, 

And the gunmen moaning loudly, as they left a trail of red ; 

The living dropped their Webleys, and cowered down behind, 

The bodies of their comrades, protection for to find. 

Some hundred yards behind the first, there came a second car, 

Packed full with murderous gunmen, intent on bloody war ; 

And as they heard the burst of fire, come from the Orangemen there, 

Each murderous rebel pulled his gun, and prayed his murderous prayer. 

“O Mary, Holy Mary,” to whom the Romans pray, 

A Roman’s life, a Roman’s soul, take thou in charge this day, 

And grant each one of us to take, full toll of Orange lives, 

But their murderous prayer was answered there, with the drone of “Forty Fives.” 

Oh! well indeed may Newry weep, and well may Dundalk mourn, 
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And well Poyntzpass may cry “ alas,” for those who’ll ne’er return ; 

And ne’er again ‘gainst Orangemen, in the open they will dare, 

To shoot down those they thought unarmed, lest worse again they’d fare. 

In the heart of every Ulsterman, true loyalty doth grow, 

In the veins of Border County men, the “Diamond” blood doth flow; 

But if ever “ shinners “ come again, intent to do us ill, 

At Scotch Street Bridge they’ll find again, a second “ Diamond Hill. 

 

While the first fruit of the rebellion was the “Priest Ridden State” and 

that this paved the way for the murder of the innocent, it also 

provided the opportunity for the “UNHOLY ALLIANCE” between what 

was then the Irish Free State and Hitler’s Germany.   

By the end of 1938, the last of the British Naval ports in Ireland were 

closed. This was done as part of the Agreement drawn up at the time 

of partition and left Britain exposed in the Atlantic as the Second 

World War loomed. This position infuriated Churchill who couldn’t 

understand how any British Government could surrender them.  

At the time de Valera, along with the rest 

of the Eire government were aware of 

Churchill’s dilemma and were determined 

to use it to their own advantage. Like the 

stab in the back of 1916, Britain’s trouble 

would, once again, be Ireland’s 

opportunity.  

There has been in these recent years, opportunity to view war time 

documents that have been up until now closed to the public. With the 

passing of time we have now been given a chance to see a side to 

 
Eamon de Valera 
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Anglo-Irish history that they would rather nobody witnessed as it 

paints neither of them in a good light. 

In the background as things were 

happening in Ireland, war was looming. In 

Rome, Cardinal Pacelli from Italy was to 

ascend the Papal throne as Pope PIUS XII 

in 1939. He was to become known in 

history as “Hitler’s Pope”. For he had 

openly supported Hitler and the Nazi party 

throughout the 1930’s. During the war years not only was he 

indifferent to the Holocaust, he was to use his office to broker talks 

between Germany and Catholic Ireland with a view to them assisting 

one another in Britain’s downfall. It is now a well-established fact that 

the Vatican supported Nazi Germany during the war. 

What is not so well known however is the part Ireland played or the 

fact that Churchill was on the brink of betraying Ulster for the sake of 

Irish support. In 1942 Churchill offered Irish unity in return for the Eire 

Government surrendering their so-called neutrality and joining the 

Allies. While de Valera was talking to Churchill about the prospect of 

Irish unity, he was at the same time playing host to German agents 

who had been parachuted in to sabotage British assets.  

Throughout the war years the Irish Free State assisted Nazi Germany 

in any way they could. They even kept their Ambassador in Berlin 

while every other member of the Commonwealth withdrew theirs. 

After the war in 1945, de Valera was one of the very few national 

leaders to sign a book of condolence on the death of Hitler. This he did 

publicly in the German Embassy in Dublin. De Valera also refused to 

hand over German agents who had been operating in Ireland against 

the Allies. 

 Pope Pius Xii 
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In 1945 the Irish Government shredded seventy tons of documents 

relating to their Nazi connection. They still couldn’t hide this bitter 

fruit of the unholy alliance. 

The Papacy licked its wounds following the war in Europe and 

strengthened its position in Ireland. There was throughout the 1950s 

a cloud of Roman superstition that hung over the Emerald Isle. The 

priesthood were ignorant and only added to the superstition with 

their lack of spiritual knowledge. The Irish Catholic believed in 

everything from pictures of St. Anthony to the bread of St Nicholas. 

There were even stamps of the Virgin Mary that were to be rolled up 

and swallowed by the Catholic faithful.  

Roman beads, bones and blasphemy were the order of the day in the 

new Irish Republic, which it became in 1949. Anyone who failed to 

adhere to this Roman superstition was reported to the priest who was 

left to determine their punishment. This punishment took on many 

forms, even to the point of complete boycott. 

Their hatred of Bible believing and practicing Protestants could not be 

hid as in 1957, Shelia Cloney, who was the Protestant wife in a mixed 

marriage had to flee her home with her two children who were both 

girls. She was refusing to educate them as Catholics. Shelia Cloney had 

resented being pressurised by the Catholic priest who had told her: 

“Eileen’s going to the local Catholic school and there’s nothing you can 

do about it.” She wanted them to be given the liberty that she had 

enjoyed growing up as a Protestant. The Roman Catholic Church was 

furious and in response the priest pronounced a boycott of every 

Protestant business in Fethard-on-Sea. The twisted logic behind it was 

to put pressure on the Protestant community to make her come back 

and bow to Rome’s will. 
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The boycott became a national scandal which was only stopped when 

the Taoiseach himself got involved. By then the scandal had spread all 

over the world and de Valera was becoming embarrassed by it. The 

story of the boycott was made into a feature film, called “A Love 

Divided”. The story exposed one of the ugliest sectarian periods in 

Ireland’s recent history. Fethard-on- Sea was later to become a safe-

haven for paedophile papish priests.   

The sad reality is that it wasn’t just only Fethard-on-Sea that was to 

become a safe-haven for paedophile priests. The Irish State itself, 

became a haven for what could only be called “Papal paedophilia”. 

Never mind Las Vegas, Ireland was the Sin City of the 20th Century. The 

sheer scale of Papal child abuse in Ireland has not yet been told, with 

new revelations coming each week.  There is hardly a Catholic family 

in Ireland who do not know someone who has been abused by papish 

priests. Throughout the length and breadth of the country Papal 

paedophilia was rampant. In one single diocese alone, 101 papish 

priests were accused of child sexual abuse. While this has been the 

case, for many decades now, it really came to light in the early 80s, 

through the Irish Priest Fr. Brenden Smith.  His offences went back 

over forty years in which time he 

abused at least 143 children. He was 

only able to do this because of his 

office as a Roman Catholic Priest. The 

Irish Catholic Church forced oaths of 

silence on many of his victims to 

prevent the truth from being told. The 

Papacy shielded him for four decades. 

From 1991 his crimes became public 

knowledge when the R.U.C. failed to 

have him extradited to Northern Ireland. His case and the way the Irish 

 
Cardinal Sean Brady who helped cover 

up the child abuse by Smyth and 

countless other papish priests 
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handled it became so embarrassing for the Irish Government, that in 

December 1994, they had to resign. It became clear that the Irish 

Government were unable to act without the Papal Nuncio’s 

permission, as a state they were only a puppet to Rome and that 

situation was now visible for all to see. Due to the public outrage, the 

Government could no longer continue and had to stand down at the 

end of 1994.  

Not only did the priest state pave the way for the murder of the 

innocent and provide the environment for an unholy alliance with 

Hitler’s Germany, the Irish Republic also became a shelter for the 

guilty; it was the Papal Capital of Europe for paedophilia, with many 

believing they still are. On 20th May 2009 a commission released its 

2600-page report, which drew on testimony from thousands of former 

inmates and officials from more than 250 church-run institutions. The 

report found that Catholic priests and nuns had terrorised thousands 

of children for decades and that government inspectors had failed to 

stop the chronic beatings, rapes and humiliation. The report 

characterised rape and molestation as "endemic" in Irish Catholic 

church-run schools and orphanages. 

It was one of Ireland’s finest sons H. Grattan Guinness who said the 

following:- 

Near is the day, near is the wrathful hour. 
When God shall break the silence, of His power. 

O Antichrist! Thou brow, His butt shall be, 
When from His bow, He sets His lightning free 

O Rome, in thee the blood of all the slain, 
Shall then be found, and no covering shall remain. 

To hide thy horrors; heaven shall all display, 
And strip thy deeds of darkness, in that day. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Child_molestation
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By the late 1950’s Ireland was introduced to a new brand of the I.R.A., 

“The Provisionals”. Throughout the early 60’s they grew in power and 

influence, not only in the Irish Republic but among nationalists in 

Ulster.  

Since partition, many Roman Catholics in Northern Ireland considered 

themselves trapped in a State in which they didn’t belong. They 

became bitter and resentful like their forefathers before them, 

blaming the Protestants around them for all of their woes. They felt 

abandoned by their co-religionists in the south and needed someone 

to blame for what they considered to be their low station. The Roman 

Catholic Church played a central role in the propaganda that fuelled 

this sentiment surrounding partition and the result of this was that it 

taught its flock not to recognise the six counties of Northern Ireland 

as a State.  This in-bred hatred of the Protestant way of like has led to 

decades of hate that led to a vicious sectarian terrorist and murder 

campaign. 

The fact of the matter is that Northern Ireland is a unique State. We 

are the only State in history which was created by the “Glorious 

Protestant Reformation”. While other states the world over embraced 

the Reformation, Northern Ireland is the only State in history to be 

born out of it. It is our Bible based Protestant faith that makes us 

different, it is our faith that sets us apart and it is our Protestant faith 

that has provoked such hatred from our enemies. 

The main antagonist being the I.R.A. in whatever brand of Irish 

republicanism that it morphs into. In 1948 Gerry Adams was born in 

West Belfast. He grew up an Irish Republican listening to the stories of 

the rebels of 1916. By 1968 he was finding ways to gather support for 

the new Provisional I.R.A.,he was later to become their poster boy.   
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By 1969, the “Troubles” 

as they became known 

in Ulster, kicked off in 

earnest. This Irish 

Republican campaign of 

terrorism was to last for 

over thirty years, leaving 

at least 3700 dead, 

30,000 injured and communities destroyed. In so many ways the 

Troubles reflect the age old struggle in Ireland, the heart of which is 

religious. It is not so much for Ireland that the Rebels fight as it is for 

the pope.  Gerry Adams himself said:- “That he would wade up to his 

knees in Protestant blood to achieve a united Ireland”. For thirty years 

the Provisional I.R.A. were to do just that. They waded up to their 

knees in the blood of Ulster Protestants.    

There are many ways to describe the Troubles in Ulster and space does 

not permit me to explain them all. There is however an over-arching 

theme that covers them with one word, that word is BETRAYAL. The 

unionist population in Ulster have been betrayed by everybody except 

their God.  They have been betrayed firstly by their own sovereign 

Government in Westminster 

in that they lacked the will 

and determination to crush 

the enemies of the State. 

They have long since lacked 

the determination to keep 

Northern Ireland British. The 

stab in the back came in 1985 when Margaret Thatcher signed the 

Anglo-Irish Agreement. In so doing she submitted to the Irish Republic 

and granted them joint authority over Northern Ireland. 

 

Gerry Adams (beard) carrying the coffin of IRA bomber 

Thomas Begley 
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Not only does the Ulster unionist population feel betrayed by their 

own Government, but they also feel betrayed by their own leadership. 

Not since the days of the Ulster Covenant have unionists been led by 

a principled leadership. We have instead had generations of self -

serving politicians where it is hard to find an honourable one among 

any of them.  

The steps to betrayal can be seen in the so-called agreements in Ulster 

over the last four decades, one in each decade. First there was 

Sunningdale in 1974, the Anglo-Irish Agreement in 1985, the Belfast 

Agreement in 1998, and the St Andrew’s Agreement in 2007. Each one 

of them taking us closer to a united Catholic Ireland. As a Bible 

believing Ulster Protestant who protested to them all, for me the most 

sickening of all these acts of 

betrayal was St Andrews.  

When Dr. Ian Paisley, Ulster’s 

firebrand preacher and politician 

who had led the Democratic 

Unionist Party for forty years and 

was moderator of the Free Presbyterian Church for most of that time, 

signed the St Andrews Agreement with the “talking heads” of Ulster’s 

enemies, the I.R.A. It was Ulster’s Judas punch, delivered by the only 

man in a generation who could gave it. 

Images of Ian Paisley and Martin 

McGuinness laughing like the 

“Chuckle Brothers” turned the 

stomach of Protestants all over 

Ulster. Then in another act of 

betrayal he went cap-in-hand to 

the Church of Rome, to ask for 
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guidance. The Catholic Herald had a report of the meeting at which 

Paisley sought the advice of the Catholic clergy regarding him leading 

a power-sharing executive stating that Paisley (referring to papish 

priests) valued the opinion of a fellow man of the cloth! These became 

the worst of all betrayals, because it came not only from a politician 

but the clergy who was not only a great preacher, but had spent his 

life calling everybody else a “Traitor”. Isn’t it ironic that the one who 

told us never to surrender, actually himself surrendered all.    

It was William Shakespeare who said; “The lady protesteth too much, 

me thinks”. For a decade now many within unionism have asked the 

question, why did he do it? The truth is we will never know the answer 

to this, at least not before the Judgement. Only Paisley himself can 

answer why he brought the I.R.A. into Government in Ulster and on 

Judgement day like the rest of us, he will have to give an account.   

While Paisley and McGuinness are both now dead, here in 2017 the 

treachery continues with the D.U.P. still sharing power with the I.R.A. 

The Tri-Colour of the priest ridden Irish Republic is still on display in 

Stormont Buildings in Ulster.  

Every day the I.R.A. are in power or control the agenda to be in power, 

is another day for the Ulster protestant to mourn. While they govern 

or steer the hand that does govern, there will never be blessing in 

Ulster. The only thing they ever brought to the State of Northern 

Ireland was murder and mayhem, leaving the widow and the 

fatherless crying.  

Once again the State of Northern Ireland faces a crisis. Only this time 

it is a crisis like no other. It is if you like a “perfect storm”. We have a 

weak Prime Minister, who has been so damaged that she surely can’t 

last for much longer. We have an embolden European Union who are 

insisting that Northern Ireland become the rod to beat the British with 
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before we even begin negotiations about Brexit. They are insisting 

that Britain sort out the border, while at the same time insisting that 

there can’t be a border. Coupled with weak leadership and the apathy 

of this generation, this crisis is like no other. All the ingredients are in 

place for the final betrayal of the Protestants of Ulster.  

We should remind ourselves, that God planted us here and in the 

words of James Craig in 1912;                                                                                                                                                     

“ULSTER IS OURS, AND WHAT WE HAVE WE HOLD” 

     

      

      

       

    

 

 


